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This website "voicesfy.com" uses cookies to enhance the performance of the website and to
improve your browsing experience. Certain areas of the website also use cookies to
understand more about you, so we can offer you a more personalized browsing experience.
We use a simple counter, without storing any information on your device, to count the
number of visitors who accept or reject our cookies.

If you have any questions regarding the cookies we use, please contact us.

What is a cookie?

A "cookie" is a technology that allows the website to store tokens of information (an
"identifier") in your browser used by the website while you are on the site. Cookies are then
sent back to the website on each subsequent visit, or to another webpage that recognizes
that cookie. Cookies are used so that the website can function, or to make it function more
efficiently, as well as to provide information to the website's owners.

Cookies perform many different tasks, such as allowing you to navigate between pages
efficiently, remembering your preferences, and generally enhancing the user experience.
Cookies can tell us, for example, if you have visited the website before or if you are a new
visitor. Upon entering the website, you have been given the opportunity to accept the
cookies used on the website, accept certain categories of cookies, and reject others, or to
reject all cookies. If you have accepted our use of some or all cookies, the following
information relates only to the cookies used on the website. Please note that any consent to
accept or reject cookies is limited only to the website voicesfy.com and not to other local
VOICESFY sites or any other page, which may have a hyperlink to our website or portal. For
more information about the cookies used by those websites, please refer to the specific
privacy notice or cookie policy of those websites. If you have any questions, please contact
us.

There are two broad categories of cookies:

1. First-party cookies, sent directly by us to your device.
2. Third-party cookies, which are served by a third party on our behalf.

Cookies can remain on your computer or mobile device for different periods of time. Some
cookies are "session cookies", meaning they only exist while your browser is open. These
are automatically deleted once you close your browser. Other cookies are "persistent
cookies", which means they survive after your browser is closed. They can be used by the
website to recognize your computer when you open your browser and surf the internet
again.

What types of cookies do we use?

The website uses cookies that perform four functions, which are classified as follows:



1. Essential/strictly necessary cookies, which are essential for the website's operation.
2. Performance cookies, which help us measure the website's performance and improve
your experience. When using performance cookies, we do not store any personal data and
only use the information gathered through these cookies in an aggregated and anonymous
form.
3. Functionality cookies, which allow us to enhance your experience (for example, by
remembering any settings you might have selected).

The website implements the following cookies:

How can I disable cookies?

Blocking or disabling all cookies helps to protect privacy, but it can also limit the experience
on certain websites, restrict features, or even impede the correct browsing or use of certain
services.
You can enable or disable the cookies described above (with the exception of technical
cookies, which are necessary for the site to work properly) through the settings that appear
in the cookies notice when you access our home page. Please note that if you accept
third-party cookies, you must delete them from your browser’s options tab or from the
system offered by the third party.
Similarly, if you would like to know how to disable cookies on the most popular web
browsers, check out the following tutorials:

● Google Chrome
● Mozilla Firefox
● Internet Explorer
● Safari
● Chrome para Android

http://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=es
http://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/habilitar-y-deshabilitar-cookies-que-los-sitios-we
http://windows.microsoft.com/es-es/windows-vista/block-or-allow-cookies
http://support.apple.com/es-es/HT1677
http://support.google.com/chrome/answer/2392971?hl=es


● Opera

If you have any questions or concerns about this Cookie Policy, please contact us through
the methods indicated on our website.
For more complete and specific information about personal data protection, please refer to
our Privacy Policy.

Cookies that have been set in the past

If you have disabled one or more cookies, we may still use the information collected from
cookies before your disabled preference was set; however, we will cease using the disabled
cookie to collect any further information.

Changes to this Cookie Policy

We will occasionally update this Cookie Policy to reflect changes in our practices and
services. When we post changes to this Cookie Policy, we will revise the "Last updated" date
at the top of this Cookie Policy. If we make any significant changes in the way we collect,
use, and/or share the information contained in cookies, we will notify you by posting a
prominent notice of the changes on the website. We encourage you to check this page from
time to time to be informed of any changes to this Cookie Policy or any of our other policies.

http://help.opera.com/Windows/11.50/es-ES/cookies.html

